Computer programs are described, which facilitate the construction of the restriction site (physical) map 
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade physical maps have developed an important role in molecular biology. There are techniques to determine the lenght of the fragments of a DNA molecule digested with a restriction enzyme (1.) . But when the number of fragments in a digestion is numerous (about 10-15) it is a very tiring and takes excessive amounts of time to construct the physical map. There are two earlier papers about physical map construction utilizing the computer (2.), (3. ). Stefik's program (2.) constructs the physical map by permutating the fragments of the double digest and the recognition sites. This program uses a rule system to evaluate the possible permutations. Pearson's program is described as a faster one (3. S.l. We can classify the fragments into groups and we can give the order of these groups as input data. This infornation can be the physical map of one of the enzymes, or only which fragments are the cohesive ends, or the physical map for one enzyme plus restriction data for the second enzyme for those fragments which are situated at either end of the known physical map.
Up to this point we described the features characteristic of the PMAP program.
S.2. The PMAP program cannot take into consideration the results of digests of deletion mutants and unmapped isolated fragments. These results are useable only to select the possible map variations given Dy the program. The information, whic1i fragments are grouped on the oasis of she special digests, (digests of deletion mutants and isolated fragments), can be given as input data. So the algorithm will construct only such maps where the given fragmen6 group does not contain any stranger fragment.
UT, to thlis point we desc ibed the features characteristic of the PMAPS program. (The difference is only S.2..) THE OPERATION-COKSTTYE OF THE ALGORIT1UW e will count how many times we must check a continuation of the physical map in hand to see whether it is a good continuation.
Let us denote by r (n) the number of all the physical maps in hand, in which n double digestion fragments are placed. So the number of checks will be:
Where na,nb,nab denote the number of fragments of the two single and the double digestiona. r(n) can be determined by: r(n)
Where c(i,n) denotes the number of the possible continuations of the i-th physical map in hand in which n double digestion fragments are placed. Because each check needs 4 or 8 additions, let us count with the mean value 6 the operation-consume of the procedure will be P=6C additions.
What is the minimum value of C? This we can get if we consider the case when r(k)-L In this case C is equal (using that n ab=na+nb 1): It may be expected however that, in practice, the operationconsume of the algorithm used in a common case is nearer to the lower limit than to the upper one.
If the time-consume of the program is near to the upper limit the program usually produces many possible maps. However this number and the time-consume of the program can be reduced drastically if the results of a few additional special digestions are taken into consideration. If there are a few quasi-equal fragments in the double digestion, then it is more practical to determine the map in two steps. In the first step we consider the quasi-equal fragments equal (with a greater common error). So we determine the physical map variations with the program, this guides the next experimental step which is to decide among the variations, with special digestions. Knowing the physical map of two single digestions, we can determine the exact map of the double digestion considering all fragments in the double digestion as we have determined before (i.e. not equal).
EXPERIENCES IN THE USE OF THE PROGRAYS
The material used in this study was 
DISCUSSION
We have described a quick method for constructing physical maps. Using this program we have determined the physical map of the DNA molecule of the 16-3 phage of ihizobium meliloti 41 for the enzymes _EcRI and jQoRV, which enzymes cut the DNA molecule into 16 and 11 fragments respectively (details of this and other new maps are published (5.)).
Let us compare the PMAP and PMAPS programs with the earlier ones (2.), (3. )! Unlike PMAP and PDAAPS these programs cannot take into consideration the results of digests of isolated fragments and deletion mutants. However this additional informations may decrease the set of possible maps enormously. With the additional information, the PMAP and PYAPS programs are able to construct such complex physical maps which due to the time-consume cannot be done by the earlier programs. The PMAP and PMAPS programs seem to be faster in another sense, too. 
